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Abstract: This paper proposes an improved hybrid beamforming system based
on multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(MIMO-OFDM) system. The proposed beamforming system improves energy
efficiency compared to the conventional hybrid beamforming system. Both
sub-connected and full-connected structure are considered to apply the proposed algorithm. In the conventional hybrid beamforming, the usage of radio
frequency (RF) chains and phase shifter (PS) gives high power and hardware
complexity. In this paper, the phase over sampling (POS) with switches (SW)
is used in hybrid beamforming system to improve the energy efficiency. The
POS-SW structure samples the value of analog beamformer to make lower
resolution than conventional system. The number of output data in POS is
decided by the resolution of POS system. The limited number of POS decides
the resolution of antenna array and the values of POSs are designed from
maximum and minimum phase angle antenna array. Energy efficiency without
the phase shifter is high although channel capacity is nearly similar with
conventional system. Also, the amplifier with POS-SW system is proposed to
improve the BER performance. According to the data bits, the output signals
of POS are decided. The system with 2, 3 and 4 bits is simulated to prove the
proposed algorithm. In order to overcome the loss of low-resolution system,
the amplifier with POS-SW system using channel information is proposed.
The average sum-rate of 4 bits system shows the similar performance with the
conventional hybrid beamforming system. This structure can play an important role by increasing the energy efficiency of the wireless communication
system that many antennas are used. It is shown that the BER, average sum
rate and energy efficiency of the proposed scheme are more improved than the
conventional hybrid beamforming system.
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1 Introduction
Millimeter wave (mmWave) in wireless communication is a key feature in the fifth generation
(5G) communication [1]. If high frequency band is used, the size of required antenna is decreased.
The main components of hybrid beamforming are radio frequency (RF) chain and phase shifters
(PSs). RF chain converts analog to digital data to transmit in low frequency and PSs control
beam phase and amplitude to develop the shape of beam [2,3]. Digital beamforming system uses
multiple RF chains with each antenna that requires high cost. But analog beamforming system
consists of only one RF chain and multiple PSs that have an antenna array [4,5]. The main
problem comes from the high-resolution phase constraints of the PSs. Hybrid beamforming has
been proposed as a possible solution.
In mmWave communication system, conventional hybrid beamforming requires a large number of high-resolution PSs to construct analog beamformers to solve high power consumption and
hardware complexity [6–9]. For limited technology of device, hybrid beamforming system has been
studied to solve the issue in low-resolution PS system [10–12]. The 3-dimension (3D) beamforming
is used for fully dynamic adaptation of the beamforming. The 3D beamforming based on 3D
channel model is designed to support antenna configurations that are capable of adaptation in
azimuth only. The hybrid beamforming is not limited to only mmWave band and can be used
at other bands [13]. However, since the hybrid beamforming was originally developed to use the
massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system, it is suited well in the mmWave band.
For practical massive MIMO system, mmWave band is required for various reasons such as small
antenna size and less RF chains, etc. Since massive MIMO systems require high data rate or
reliability, many studies for the hybrid beamforming have been based on mmWave band.
The hybrid beamforming system has sub-connected or full-connected structure. In the subconnected structure, each phase shifter is connected to each antenna array. On the other hand,
in the full-connected structure, each phase shifter of RF chains is connected to one of antenna
arrays. Also, the full-connected structure has higher hardware complexity and performance than
sub-connected structure.
POS structure for hybrid beamforming system is proposed in [14]. In this paper, the proposed
POS-SW system gives the higher energy efficiency than the conventional hybrid beamforming
system. The number of output data in POS is decided by the resolution of POS system. Energy
efficiency without the phase shifter is high although channel capacity is nearly similar with conventional system. Also, the amplifier with POS-SW system is proposed to surpass the conventional
hybrid beamforming system with low-resolution.
In this paper, Section 2 shows the conventional hybrid beamforming system and Section 3
shows the proposed hybrid beamforming system with POS-SW. Section 4 shows the simulation
results of proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 5 shows the conclusion of this paper.
2 Conventional Hybrid Beamforming in MIMO-OFDM System
2.1 Signal Model in Hybrid Beamforming
The Fig. 1 shows the multi-user OFDM-MIMO based on hybrid beamforming system, the
digital precoding matrix at the k-th subcarrier, FBBu [k], exists for all subcarriers. Then the digital
precoding matrix transforms the signals to the time domain by using the K-points IFFT. Since
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the analog precoder has a post-IFFT module, the analog precoding matrix is identical for all
subcarriers. Therefore, the final transmitted signal at subcarrier k is as follows,
x [k] =

U


FRF FBBu [k]su [k] ,

(1)

u=1

where su [k] ∈ CNs ×1 is the vector of the data stream at each subcarrier k = 1, 2, . . . , K in the u-th
user. All devices have Nr antennas. The channel matrix is H[k] ∈ CNr ×NT . The received signal in
the u-th user can be expressed as follows [7],
yu [k] = Hu [k]FRF FBBu [k]su [k] + Hu [k]

U


FRF FBBi [k]si [k] + nu [k],

(2)

i=u

where nu [k] represents the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector

 of the u-th user. The
combiner is performed by phase shifters and expressed by WRFu (i, j) = 1, ∀(i, j) where the all
elements of matrix are the unit modulus norm. WRFu down-converts the signals to the baseband
with RF chains in user device. Therefore, devices use a low dimensional digital combiner WBBu ,
and the final processed signals are obtained as follows,

yu [k] = Wu [k] Hu [k] Fu [k] su [k] + Wu [k] Hu [k]

U



Fi [k] si [k] + W,

(3)

i=u

 is the noise vector with combiner matrix.
where Wu [k] = WRFu WBBu [k] and Fu [k] = FRF FBBu [k]. W
And Ru [k] is the spectral efficiency of the k-th subcarrier as follows [7],




−1
H
H
H
Ru [k] = log2 INs + Wu [k]Cu [k]Wu [k]Hu [k]Fu [k]Fu [k]Hu [k] ,

(4)

where Cu [k] is the covariance of the interference plus noise at the k-th user. INs is the identity
matrix with size of Ns .

Figure 1: Multi-user MIMO-OFDM system based on hybrid beamforming
2.2 Channel Model
The channel model of the beamforming system uses 3D channel model [15] with zenith and
azimuth angle on geometric stochastic model to determine accurate beamforming precoder. The
Fig. 2 shows the angle of azimuth (φ) and zenith (θ) of phase in signal or channel.
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Figure 2: The zenith and azimuth angle of 3D channel model
Although the perfect channel information cannot be acquired, the perfect channel information is assumed to show the maximum performance of the proposed algorithm. If the specific
technique for the channel estimation is used, the performance can be degradation. The multi-user
channel model is composed of single-user channels as follows,
⎡
⎤
H1
⎢H ⎥
⎢ 2⎥
⎥
(5)
H=⎢
⎢ .. ⎥ .
⎣. ⎦
HU
The 3D channel of the u-th user is suggested by the Saleh-Valenzuela model [16] as follows,
Nt Nr 
r
r
t
t H
al,u ar,u (φl,u
 , θl,u )at,u (φl,u , θl,u ) ,
L
L

Hu =

(6)

l=1

where al,u denotes the complex gain of the l-th path. In addition, ar,u and at,u represent the
r and φ t stand for the azimuth of angle of
transmit and receive array response vector, where φl,u
l,u
r and θ t are the zenith of AoA and AoD. In
arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD), θl,u
l,u
this paper, antenna array considers the uniform planar array (UPA) in one plane with W and H
elements on the each axis, and the array response vector is given by [16,17],

1
aUPA (φ, θ) = √
ejϕ(0,0) , . . . , ejϕ(m,n) , . . . , ejϕ(W −1,H−1)
NTx

T

,

(7)

where 0 ≤ m < W and 0 ≤ n < H are the number of antenna elements in each axis and ϕ (m, n) =
kd (m sin φ sin θ) + n cos θ. The total number of antenna arrays is N = WH. Also, k and d are the
antenna spacing and the signal wavelength.
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2.3 Energy Efficiency of PSs Network System
The energy efficiency (η) of the conventional hybrid system with PSs network is shown with
analog beamformer. Because the infinite phases are searched to determine analog beamformer, the
usage of PSs shows high-resolution. The energy efficiency is expressed as follows [18],
ηN=∞ =

Ru
(bps/Hz/W) ,
Pt + NRF PRF + NT PPS

(8)

where Pt is the transmitted energy, PRF is the energy consumption by RF chain and PPS is
the energy consumed by PS. According to the number and the resolution of PSs, the power
consumption and hardware complexity of the analog beamformer are increased. The adoption of
a large-scale high-resolution PS network in existing solutions frustrates the real-world deployment
of hybrid beamforming architectures in mmWave small cell networks. In real world, there are strict
limitations on power consumption and hardware complexity in base stations and mobile devices.
3 Proposed Hybrid Beamforming System with POS-SW
3.1 Analog Precoding Matrix
To overcome hardware complexity of the conventional system, the POS-SW system is devised
to reduce the resolution of the conventional hybrid beamforming system. The POS-SW is divided
POS part and SW part in sub and full-connected structure.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the POS-SW system in sub and full-connected structure [8,19]. The RF
chains and phase shifters are used in multi-user MIMO system with NT antenna array. The data
streams are demodulated into sub-streams in encoder and each sub-stream is mapped to the phase
shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol [20,21]. OFDM symbols
with K sub-carriers are proceeded by inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and combined with
cyclic prefix (CP) before precoding in RF chain. In the analog precoding, the precoding matrix
can be implemented by phase shifters with variable gain amplifiers. The two kinds of hybrid
beamforming structures are considered in this paper.

Figure 3: The POS-SW system of sub-connected structure
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Figure 4: The POS-SW system of full-connected structure
The number of RF chains NRF and data streams Ns is same, i.e., NRF = Ns . The matrix of
digital precoding in the k-th subcarrier, FBB [k], has the same size in two structures with FBB [k] ∈
CNRF ×Ns , k = 1, 2, . . . , K. Analog precoding matrix FRF ∈ CNT ×NRF has the unit modulus norm on
all elements. The matrix of analog precoding has two different shapes according to the structure
of hybrid beamforming system. Analog precoding matrix in sub-connected structure is as follows,
⎤
⎡
f1sub
0
···
0
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 f2sub · · ·
0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥,
⎢
(9)
Fsub
RF = ⎢ .
..
.. ⎥
..
⎥
⎢ ..
.
.
. ⎥
⎢
⎦
⎣
sub
0
0
· · · fNRF
sub × 1. N sub is the number
where fnsub is the n-th column vector, n = 1, 2, . . . , NRF with size of NPS
PS
of phase shifter which is connected to one RF chain.

Since each phase shifter in all RF chains is connected to one of antenna arrays in fullall , and total antennas N is same. Analog
connected structure, the number of phase shifters, NPS
T
precoding matrix in full-connected structure is as follows,
all
Fall
RF = f1

f2all

all
. . . fN
,
RF

(10)

where fnall is the n-th column vector, n = 1, 2, . . . , NRF with size of NT × 1. These two shapes of
analog precoding matrix are applied basically in proposed algorithm.
3.2 Output Signals for Design of the Analog Precoder
Instead of the high-resolution PSs network in conventional beamforming system, each RF
chain is connected to POS system which has output of N parallel signals with different phase.
The N is the resolution of POS system. The N is changed according to the number of input
signal bits. If 2 bits are used in POS system, the N = 22 output signals are consisted of the POS
system in each RF chain. When the n bits are used, the resolution of N = 2n is applied. The
output signals with N resolution are shown as follows,
vp,N =

2π
· p (p = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) ,
N

(11)
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where the vp,N is the Nsignals with expression of sequence. The elements of analog precoding
matrix FRF are reconstructed with the nearest value vp,N . The FRF,POS is the result of replacing
the all elements of FRF as follows,

2
FRF,POS (i, j) = argmin FRF (i, j) − vp,n  , (∀ i, j)
(12)
vp,n

The analog precoding matrix can be easily implemented by the parallel signals with vp,N . Each
antenna is connected by a simple switch network. The Tab. 1 shows the sampling values according
to the different resolutions.
Table 1: The sampling values according to the different resolutions
Bits

N

Sampling values (vp,N )

2 bits
3 bits
4 bits
..
.

22

=4
3
2 =8
24 = 16
..
.

0, π2 , π , 3π
2
0, π4 , π2 , . . . , 7π
4
0, π8 , π4 , . . . , 15π
8
..
.

n bits

2n

2π
2π
2π
0, 2π
N · 1, N · 2, . . . , N · p, . . . , N · (N − 1)

A detailed description of the iterative scheme at the k-th subcarrier is summarized as follows:
Data: Channel H, Fopt by ZF method
Result: FRF,POS , FBB
(1) for k = 1:K
(0)

(2) initialize i = 0, δo = 0, FRF is given by equation ZF
(3) While δi − δi−1 < τ
(i)

(4) He [k] = H [k] FRF
−1 H

(i)
(5) FBB [k] = HH
He [k]
e [k] He [k]
(6) for n = 1, 2, . . . , NRF
sub(i+1)

(7) fn

all(i+1)

= Fnopt × (tn )H or fn

= Fopt × (tn )H

(8) end
(9) i = i + 1
2



(i) (i)
(10) δi = Fopt [k] − FRF FBB [k]

F

(11) end

(i)
FRF,k = FRF

(12) He = HFRF,k
−1 H

(13) end FBB = HH
He
e He
2
K 


(14) FRF, FBB = argmin
k=1 FRF,k FBB [k] F
(FRF,k , FBB )
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(15) set vp,n according to resolution n

2
(16) FRF,POS = argmin FRF (i, j) − vp,n  , ∀i, j
vp,n

The energy efficiency of proposed algorithm is different from the conventional system. The
energy efficiency η can be redesigned as follows [18],
ηN =

Ru
(bps/Hz/W) ,
Pt + NRF PRF + NT PSW

(13)

where the PSW is the energy consumed by switches. The simple microstrip delay-lines can be
utilized to realize the phase shifting stages. So, the energy consumption of POS part can be
ignored. This scheme has significant advantage of low hardware complexity.
This POS-SW based hybrid beamforming architecture has low hardware complexity and power
consumption. First, the variable gain amplifier (VGA) is used to provide different gain compensation for phases of each analog precoding matrix, which is connected with a different number of
antennas. Because the limited number of resolutions N is employed, overall hardware complexity
is low and power consumption is small. Moreover, each switch has low power consumption than
PS of the conventional system. Second, the transmitter only needs the energy of POS part which
has simpler hardware structure than conventional hybrid beamforming system. For example, POS
with 2 bits can be easily realized by an inverter [22] and the POS with 4 bits can be implemented
by using a sequence of phase-shifting stages [23].
The limited number of POS decides the resolution of antenna array and the values of POSs
are designed from maximum and minimum phase angle antenna array. The proposed algorithm
has high energy efficiency without phase shifter although channel capacity is nearly similar with
conventional system.
3.3 The Amplifier with POS-SW System
The proposed POS-SW system has high energy efficiency with the loss of BER performance.
The amplifier with POS-SW system is proposed to overcome the loss of performance. Fig. 5 shows
the proposed amplifier with POS-SW system. The amplifier is connected to POS system to make
strong norm of transmit signals.

Figure 5: The amplifier in POS-SW system of sub and full-connected structure
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The transmit signal with amplifier gain g is calculated by the channel information as follows,
xg [k] = gu ×

U


FRF FBBu [k] su [k]

(14)

u=1

where g is the extra weight of transmit signal which is decided by the average of channel matrix
Hu [k]. The average of channel matrix is shown as follows,
1 
Hu [k]
×
K
K

Hu =

2

(15)

k=1

The amplifier gain g is calculated as follows,
gu = 1 + H u

(16)

The loss of BER exists in the low-resolutions system.
4 Simulation Results
For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, BER performances, average sum
rate and energy efficiency are measured. The simulations in this proposed algorithm are performed in both sub-connected and full-connected structure of hybrid beamforming system. The
simulation parameters in Tab. 2 are used. Both sub and full-connected structure use the same
number of antenna. This paper uses the normal parameter in multi-user MIMO-OFDM wideband
system [24]. The proposed algorithm can be applied with any generalization parameters. The
antenna array in Eq. (7) is separated by a half wavelength distance with W = NT and H = 1. The
minimum number of RF chain to receive the transmit signals in sub and full-connected structure
has the same number of data streams. For measuring the energy efficiency, the power of three
devices, PS, RF chain and switch are set. In the simulation, the power of phase shifter is 40 mW,
RF chain is 300 mW and switch is 5 mW.
Table 2: Simulation parameters of the proposed POS-SW system
Index

Parameter

Number of data streams
Number of RF chains
Number of transmit antennas
Number of user devices
Number of antennas in each device
Number of subcarriers
CP size
Modulation order
Number of multi-paths

4
4
16
4
1
64
16
QPSK
7
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4.1 Energy Efficiency
Figs. 6 and 7 show the energy efficiency between the proposed and conventional beamforming
system in both two kinds of structure. Energy efficiency is calculated by Eq. (13) with the values
in Tab. 2 in 30 dB SNR. The conventional system with infinite resolution of PSs networks in
analog precoding uses modified PE-AltMin iterative algorithm. If different iterative algorithms
are used for simulation, the performance shows the same tendency. Also, the conventional PSs
network system picks all 64 points of FFT to make analog precoding matrixes. The conventional
system with PSs network has high BER performance and average sum-rate. However, the PSs
networks which estimate the phase in an infinite range consume a lot of energy. In the energy
efficiency, the conventional system shows the lower performance than the proposed system.

Figure 6: The energy efficiency of the POS-SW system with different resolutions and conventional
system with infinite PSs in sub-connected structure

Figure 7: The energy efficiency of the POS-SW system with different resolutions and conventional
system with infinite PSs in full-connected structure
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The energy efficiency is improved when POS-SW systems with 2,3,4 bits are used. The similar
performance is shown among the systems with three different bits. The high performance of
energy efficiency gives advantage for designing the hybrid beamforming for wideband system.
Specially, because of the frequency selectivity, path loss, delay spread, angle spread and the
number of clusters, the large number of antenna array is required. The transmitter spends a lot
of power consumption and cost in conventional system but the proposed POS-SW gives effective
performance with high energy efficiency.

Figure 8: The energy efficiency of the POS-SW system with different resolutions

Fig. 8 shows the energy efficiency according to the different values of resolution in the
proposed algorithm. The full-connected structure has higher performance than sub-connected
structure. As the resolution increases, the number of POS values increases and improvement of
performance is expected in both structures. The energy efficiency increases rapidly as the resolution
of POS increases. However, as the resolution value increases, the width of the increase decreases
after the resolution of 5 bits.
4.2 BER and Average Sum-Rate
In this section, the simulation results of BER and average sum-rate are shown. Figs. 9 and
10 show the BER and the average sum-rate performance of sub-connected structure. And Figs. 11
and 12 show the BER and the average sum-rate performance of full-connected structure.
The conventional hybrid beamforming system with PSs network has high resolution which
uses the channel information. However, the proposed algorithm applies the low resolution POSSW system to make low hardware complexity. In POS-SW system, the analog precoding matrix
FRF,POS is redesigned by the values of POS vp,N . The conventional hybrid beamforming system
with undistorted channel information has the highest performance. In particular, if the resolution
of 4 bits is used, the average sum-rate is very similar with the conventional PSs network. If the
resolution of hybrid beamforming system has more than 4 bits, the high performance of BER
and the average sum-rate is expected.
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Figure 9: The BER performances of the POS-SW system with different resolutions and conventional system with high resolution PSs in sub-connected structure

Figure 10: The average sum-rate performances of the POS-SW system with different resolutions
and conventional system with high resolution PSs in sub-connected structure

Figure 11: The BER performances of the POS-SW system with different resolutions and conventional system with infinite PSs in full-connected structure
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Figure 12: The average sum-rate performances of the POS-SW system with different resolutions
and conventional system with infinite PSs in full-connected structure
4.3 BER Performance of the Amplifier POS-SW system
Figs. 9 and 11 show the BER performance of low-resolution system to make the higher
performance of conventional system with high energy efficiency. Therefore this paper proposes
amplifier model with POS-SW.
Figs. 13 and 14 show the BER performance using amplifier gain g in transmit signal as
Eq. (16). The gain of amplifier g is decided by the channel information.

Figure 13: The BER performances of the amplifier with POS-SW in sub-connected structure
In Fig. 13, the improved performance is shown in the sub-connected structure. The POS
system having 3 and 4 bits resolution with amplifier surpasses the performance of the conventional
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PS networks system with low-resolution. Moreover, Fig. 14 shows that the only 4 bits resolution
with amplifier system overcomes the loss of the low-resolution system.

Figure 14: The BER performances of the amplifier with POS-SW in full-connected structure
5 Conclusion
In this paper, the advanced precoding technique is proposed to improve the energy efficiency. Both sub-connected and full-connected structure are considered to apply the proposed
algorithm. The POS-SW system is proposed with low resolution of analog beamformer in the
hybrid precoding technique for improving energy efficiency. The proposed POS-SW algorithm gives
low hardware complexity and power consumption in wideband wireless communication system.
According to the data bits, the output signals of POS are decided. The POS systems with the
2, 3 and 4 bits are simulated to prove the proposed algorithm. In order to overcome the loss of
low-resolution system, the amplifier with POS-SW system using channel information is proposed.
The trade-off is shown in the BER and average sum-rate performance. Specially, the average
sum-rate of the system with 4 bits shows the similar performance with the conventional hybrid
beamforming system
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